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What is MeaPlasma?



This is a regenerative complex, based on the 

development, built on the previous experience 

of our colleagues - doctors who tried to revive 

the method of treatment and rejuvenation of a 

patient known by the end of the 19th century 

with its own blood - autohemo-, and later -

autoplasmotherapy.



Platelet rich plasma is far from being an innovation in medicine and cosmetology: the history of the use of human plasma 
itself has several decades. For a long time it has been proven effective, accumulated experience and created many techniques 
for its use, but ...
Their Achilles' heel has always been equipment - cumbersome and expensive: for the preparation of the drug, entire 
laboratories were required before. This significantly limited the possibility of using autoplasma. Only large clinics with 
separate rooms, considerable funds for the purchase of everything needed and a staff of specially trained personnel could fully 
use this method.
Many manufacturers have tried to solve the problem of the high cost and laboriousness of obtaining blood components. In an 
effort to reduce the cost of production of equipment and supplies, the developers sacrificed the main thing - the quality of the
final product. As a result, the very idea of creating economical models of equipment, and the results of treatment with 
autoplasma, which lost its unique reparative properties, due to violations of technology, also depreciated.
We, practicing physicians, spent five years studying the mistakes of previous manufacturers, found out the reasons for their 
failures, developed and started the production of a full line of equipment for the preparation of autologous plasma. –
MeaPlasma is a modern technology that includes centrifuges, dry baths and consumables required for the treatment with the 
autologous plasma. 

They favorably differ from their predecessors because of:

• Compact size of equipment
• Convenience and ease of use
• Reliability and complete safety
• Competitive cost of both devices and consumables

And all this - without prejudice to the quality of the finished autologous plasma: under the new conditions it retains the 
ability to restore, in the shortest possible time, the affected mucous membranes, muscle, bone and ligament tissues.

How we created MeaPlasma?



The line of equipment for all fields of application of autologous 
plasma in treatment was the result of many years of research of 
the application of this technology in medical practice all over the 
world. In addition, all MEAPLASMA products are created by 
doctors for doctors, considering the mistakes made by other 
manufacturers earlier.

The goal of creating of the line of equipment MeaPlasma was to 
optimize and simplify the use of methods of autologous plasma 
therapy by a practicing physician. During production, we focused 
on world quality standards, giving the product the maximum 
efficiency and safety of its application in medical practice.

One of our goals was to ensure maximum availability of this 
technique without reducing the quality of the technology.

Our team was able to make a premium product affordable for a 
wide range of patients.



MeaPlasma is the newest line of vacuum tubes and equipment 
for PRGF procedures and autologous plasma therapy.

MeaPlasma tubes meet the highest

quality standards.

For production we use only the best components:

• Borosilicate glass of medical purpose.

• Low molecular weight heparin FDA / USP-quality for In-Vivo 
application.

• Membrane gel, resistant to sterilization by gamma rays.

All MeaPlasma tubes are 100% sterile and safe to use.



Why do we so loudly call our product - an innovation, a breakthrough and even a revolution in medicine?

Because we managed to solve many tasks at once and created an extraordinary instrument for treatment and rejuvenation with 

following advantages.

 Efficiency  Safety • Rational and

cost-effective treatment

• Accessible 

for the patients 



History of autologous plasma therapy.

As an effective method of treatment, autologous plasma therapy started with the 

use of whole blood for intramuscular and subcutaneous injections in the beginning 

of the last century. The first laboratory experiments with human blood were put 

by prominent scientists August Bir and Andreas Leven, but the precedence, of 

course, belongs to the great Russian surgeon V.F. Voino-Yasenetsky.

The beginning of the 20th century was marked by the Russian-Japanese war. 

Thousands of soldiers died from wounds: sepsis, severe injuries to limbs and 

internal organs, in the absence of antibiotics at that time left too little chance of 

survival.

Suffered and civilians too: furunculosis, bacterial infections of the respiratory 

tract, purulent wounds often ended tragically precisely because of the complete  

medicine helplessness and doctors around the world.



Факторы роста

Growth factors are what speeds up wound healing, promotes blood 

rejuvenation, restores hair growth in baldness.

They accumulate in the alpha-granules of platelets.

With bleeding or the appearance of an abscess, platelets are activated 

simultaneously with the release of alpha-granules and the activation of 

growth factors. In the first 10 minutes after the fibrin clot formation, 

approximately 70 percent of the growth factors are released from the 

platelets. The remaining factors are secreted for another hour. In the next 8 

days, an additional number of growth factors are synthesized, after which the 

platelets die off.

Autologous plasma accumulate various factors: in a saturated preparation 

their content increases several times, which multiplies the regenerative 

properties of platelets many times.



Here are the types of growth factors found:

- insulin-like growth factor (IGF-I, IGF-II)

- platelet growth factor (PDGF)

- epidermal growth factor (EGF)

- fibroblast growth factor (FGF)

- vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)

- placental growth factors (PLGF-1/2)



What are the functions

of growth factors?

First of all, tissue regeneration is provided by two kinds of 

factors - epidermal and platelet.

Cellular growth, the formation of bone tissue - this is their main 

merit.

Insulin-like factor strengthens and synthesizes connective 

tissue, and stimulates cell growth.



Professor, Head of the Department of Clinical Laboratory 
Diagnostics of Nizhny Novgorod State Medical Academy.

Claudia Nikolaevna Kontorschikova

MeaPlasma research is conducted on the basis State Medical Academy of the Nizhny 

Novgorod and under the leadership of Claudia Nikolaevna Kontorschikova.



To justify the effectiveness of the 
MeaPlasma equipment, a unique 
laboratory analysis was performed.

The case of study was to calculate the 
quantity of platelet growth factors in 
the obtained autologous platelet 
plasma.
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The platelet plasma obtained by the new 

method using the MeaPlasma equipment is 

effective due to the accumulation of the most 

important platelet growth factors for tissues

regeneration.

The result:



Attention! "Can these growth factors cause cancer or neoplasms?» -

the common question from practicing doctors.

Absolutely responsibly declare: the growth of malignant neoplasms 

in the treatment of platelet autoplasma is completely excluded. It is 

important to know that growth factors are natural proteins, they are 

not mutagens, and therefore can not cause any malignant changes in 

the structure of cells. Patients are absolutely safe!



Here are the main properties of autologous plasma:

• Starts the process of building healthy epithelial, muscle, 

connective tissues.

• The high content of all kinds of growth factors - primary, 

secondary and tertiary, which are combined naturally in 

contrast to many artificially created drugs.

• Simultaneous influence on all stages of regeneration:  

it supplies both "bricks" and "builders“.

• Ensuring the synergy of all the recovery processes in the body.



Clinical effects

There are a lot of them, and they are not only well expressed, 

but, most importantly, have prolonged action:

• Tissues recover due to the action of growth factors.

• Essential improvement of metabolic processes in the skin.

• Activation of local immunity.

• Renewal of normal microcirculation of blood, tissue 

respiration.



How to obtain autologous plasma.

To obtain a preparation of platelet mass, three components are 

needed: a portion of the patient's blood, a special vacuum tube 

and a centrifuge with certain settings.

Using a regular syringe draw a small quantity (20-25ml) of 

venous blood and place it in the vacuum tube before it starts to 

coagulate. 

Single stage centrifugation is enough: in a short time, red blood 

cells, leukocytes and other formed blood elements are separated 

from the plasma. Formed blood elements remain at the bottom of 

the MeaPlasma tube, and plasma and platelets are on top.

As you can see, everything is extremely simple: you just need to 

take the blood and move it into a MeaPlasma tube.

The equipment will do the rest itself in a very short time - not 

more than 20 minutes.



Most often we are asked:

- What is the difference between the vacuum tubes?

- Why I should use exactly your MeaPlasma tube?

If to answer very briefly, then - the whole thing is about 

patient’s safety.

Safety implies quality of raw materials:

• The tube is made of special type of medical grade glass.

• Additive – Thixotropic Separation Gel.

• Finely dispersed on the walls of tube sodium heparin of IN-

VIVO quality.



MeaPlasma tubes are manufactured in accordance with the GMP 

(Good Manufacturing Practice) standard, which is known for its 

stringent requirements for the entire production cycle, from the 

quality of the glass to the packaging.



Sodium Heparin (anticoagulant)

In production, Meaplasma uses only high-quality components.

Sodium Heparin sprayed on the Meaplasma tube wall meets USP 

/ FDA standards and has an average molecular mass of ~ 4700 

Dalton.

This allows the use of obtained plasma for injection into tissues 

without any risk to the patient.



Thixotropic separation gel.

High-quality thixotropic gel, produced specifically for the 

Meaplasma technique.

The gel keeps the erythrocytes and leukocytes separated and 

reliably isolated from the platelet plasma.

Each batch of gel passes all necessary technical tests and is 

supported by all necessary documents and certificates.



Attention!

The use of non-certified test tubes may cause harm to the health 

of patients, since no one is responsible for the final result - the 

quality of the preparation obtained in such test tubes and the 

effect of treating them.



What exactly ensures the quality of our tubes?

Glass - The tubes are made of borosilicate glass, which is very high 

hard and able to withstand the significant load many times.

This is an incomparably more profitable acquisition than other types 

of test tubes.

Gel - is a biopolymer thixotropic substance that, when centrifuged, 

becomes liquid and at the same time flawlessly filters the blood, 

dividing it into an erythrocyte clot and plasma.

Such filtering provides:

• High quality of absorption

• The necessary concentration of platelets in the future preparation

• Separation of plasma from leukocytes - the culprits of 

autoimmune reactions of the body, as well as from high molecular 

lipids.



MeaPlasma is a full-cycle company.

We supply all necessary equipment* and consumables for the procedure.

The MeaPlasma kit includes:
• 1 test tube MeaPlasma
• 1 needle 22G
• 1 tube holder with adapter Luer-lock

*Centrifuges and Dry bath are sold separately.



Centrifuge Basic

• Range: 300 ~ 4000 rpm (increment: 100rpm)

• Rotor diameter: 130 mm

• Max. RCF 2325xg

• Rotational accuracy: ± 10% rpm

• Number of tubes: 12 * 10 ml

• Timer: 0 to 99 minutes

• Protection: stop when opening the lid, overspeed, self-

diagnosis.

• Noise level at 4000 rpm -≤75dB

• Touch control, display.

• Input voltage: AC 220V ± 22V 50Hz ± 1Hz

• Size: 350 × 350 × 325 mm



MeaPlasma Premium Centrifuge

• Range: 300 ~ 4500 rpm (increment: 100rpm)

• Rotor diameter: 110 mm

• Max. RCF 2490xg (increment: 100xg)

• Rotational accuracy: ± 20rpm

• Number of test tubes: 16 * 10 ml

• Timer: 30 seconds to 99 minutes

• Protection: auto-blocking the lid, exceeding the speed, self-

diagnosis.

• Noise level at 4500 rpm -≤56dB

• Touch control, display.

• Input voltage: AC100 ~ 230V, 50 / 60Hz

• Size: 300 x 431 x 178mm



Dry Bath Mini-100

• Temperature range: from room temperature to 100 ° C

• Accuracy at 100 ° C: ≤ ± 0.5 ° C

• Temperature deviation of the heating unit at 40 ° C = 0.3 ° C

• Display accuracy: 0.1 ° C

• Timer: 0-999 min

• Maximum temperature: 100 ° C

• Touch control, display.

• Max. Power - 60W

• Size: (WxDxH) 150x100x100 mm



Areas of application of MeaPlasma technology.



Safety and 100% effect of the obtained autologous plasma 

preparation can be achieved only if certain 

essential conditions are met:

 Use only the "right" tubes and equipment

 Strict compliance with the centrifugation protocol

 Complete absence of foreign substances in the plasma



Thank you!






